Kalakriti—Revels’22
Art is a well-known mode of communicating thoughts. It
showcases our happiest moments, deepest secrets, darkest days
and is more of a sneak peek into the artist’s life. This year,
during Revels, Kalakriti celebrated a very important subcategory, visual arts, by holding several invigorating and
unique events to showcase the skills and prowess of all
artists out there.

Gaming—Revels’22
Ranging from the inept to the dexterous, hundreds of gaming
enthusiasts took part in the Revels Gaming event to showcase
their skills. There were competitions for all the popular
mobile and PC games, from Valorant and FIFA to Call of Duty
and Rainbow Six Siege.

Sports Events—Revels’22
“All the world is a ground and all the people are merely
players.” The Sports events in Revels’22 saw the participants
from various colleges across India give their all in a
thrilling showcase of their formidable talent in sports,
ranging from track and field to team events like football and
many more.

Xventure—Revels’22
Xventure consisted of a series of informal and light-hearted
events targetting the inner child within each of us. Though a
bit challenging at times, some of the quirky tasks assigned
brought everyone to splits and contributed to the overall
success of this fun-filled category.

Human Library—Revels ’22
Human Library proved to be one of the most unique events at
Revels 2022. Participants had the opportunity to discover the
stories of people from various backgrounds as part of this
accommodative and light-hearted event.

Consulere—Revels ’22
Consulere brought together business minded students and sought
to challenge their ability to think creatively and on their
feet. It offered interesting events such as Shark Dank and
Bidding Wars which brought out the teamworking and negotiation
skills of the contestants.

Dramebaaz—Revels ’22
Dramebaaz, with its flagship acting events, was certainly the
platform for those with a flair for the dramatic. It boasted
of multiple events, each catering to a different aspect of
theatre. While some performances tugged at the viewers’
heartstrings, others would leave them gasping for air with
laughter.

MIT
Tournament—Revels’22

Debate

The sixth edition of the Manipal Institute of Technology
Debate Tournament was hosted under Ergo. It featured debaters
from across the globe, spanning 11 countries, engaging in an
intense display of competitive debating prowess. Held online,
the tournament followed the British Parliamentary Format and
enjoyed critical acclaim from renowned debating circles.

Ergo—Revels’22
At the 40th edition of Revels, Ergo offered diverse
opportunities to participants with Literary, Debate, and Quiz
events in its catalogue. Whether it be the thrill of offline

quizzing after two long years, an international forum of
celebrated debaters, word games, or fluid literary works, the
participants were left spellbound.

Animania—Revels’22
From TV show-inspired events to brain-wracking quizzes,
Animania featured an array of captivating events. In these
three events, participants were encouraged to break out of
their comfort zones and explore their creativity, resulting in
a memorable experience.

